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Abstract- 'I 'he elTect of preS9ure (over 150.0(1(1 al In) h,, ~ hel'n l11eosltr"d on the Apectro of twenty
six nlknli halide phosphors, including nine t1npl'd wilh 'I'l l, two doped wilh In+, twelve dopcd 
with Pb++, two doped with Cu++ lind one duped wit h lIi l ll·. "In", fnr Ihe TI ~ doped phosphors 
depends very strongly on the crystal structure oml vcry little, if \lny, on the halide ion involved, 
which is consistent with the Seitz model. The In+ dopcd phosphors hehave lil<e the TI+ analogs. 
For the Pb++ phosphors, the shift of vm." depends ,'cry st rongly on the hoI ide ion, ond only inci-
dentolly on the lattice structure. This is consistent with the complex model. 

INTRODUCTION 

TlIIS work is concerned with the efTect of pressure 
on the A absorption band due to the presence (If 
low concentrations of impurities such as tlwil illlll 
and lead in alkali halide crystals. Since irradiat i()n 
in this band is directly responsible for the occllr
renee of luminescence in these crystals, this is a 
study of the effect of pressure on the luminescent 
center. 

Two models have been advanced to explain the 
nature of the luminescent center in alkali halide 
phosphors: 

l One of these, commonly called the Seit;.: 
", ' model, (1) pictures the luminescence process as 

being confined to the internal transition of I he 
valence eleetron(s) of the impurity ion from the 

, ISo to the aPl states, perturbed by the crystall ine 
field of the lattice. One would expect such a model 
to be strongly dependent upon the structure of the 
bulk crystals, but relatively independent of the 
nature of the nearest neighbor halide ions. 

The other model, called the complex ion 
modcl,(2-5) pictures the luminescence process as 
being an electron transition within a tightly bound 
impurity-halide ion complex. Here one would 
expect the system to be a strong function of the 
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nature of the hound halide ions, but relatively in
dependent of the st ructure of the bulk crystal. 

The phosphors studied and the techniques used 
tn sy nthesize them are shown in Table 1. The 
Illelting procedllre is a simplified Kyropoulos 
method. (G) The gri nding technique is similar to 
that llsed by dentists for mixing dental filling com
pounds. Press fusing consists of compressing the 
sample to around 15,000 atm on the anvil of a 
cylindrical tube type press. 

The high pressure optical system used is that of 
Fitch at al. (7) At 1 atm, the absorption spectra of 
impurity ions in alkali halides have been measured 
by severnl investiga tors over the past 25 years. 
J-Iowever, the literature in the field is by no means 
complete, so that for some of the materials studied, 
it was necessary to measure the I-atm spectra. 
In Table 2 are listed the I-atm peak frequency of 
the A band for all of the impurity activated alkali 
hnlides used in this investigation. Where no refer
ence is given in column four, the I-atm spectra 
were first measured here. 

The effect of pressure on the spectra of the A 
band in twenty-six different alkali halide phosphors 
is shown in Figs. 1-9. Typical sets of experi
mental points arc shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The 
maximum pressure attained on each phosphor is 
shown in column five of Table 2. The results, 
except for KDr:Di (Fig. 5) are discussed below. 
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